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I

tremendous strides
ha\"e been made in the audio field,
not only in technology, but in consumer demands as well. The~ ever-in:
creasing quality of reeordings has in·
tum ereated the need for ever-increasing
quality in reproducing equipment. In
addition to more demanding quality
standards, modem audio equipment also
has to cope with a variety of different
signal sourees; several kinds of phonograph pickups, tuners, tape (either preamplified or direct from the head), and
microphones. The recent emergence of
stereophonic recordings, both disc and
tape, has added the need for two-channel playback without eliminating any of
the previous requirelllents. It is indeed
a tribute to the audio designer that he
has not only kept up with the demands
but in Dumy eases has exceeded them.
A problem of great importance faced
by the auelio designer is cost. How can
all the teelmical and consumer demands
be satisfied without making the cost prohibitive t It was w.ith the proper qual.
ity-cost haliDce in mind that this handbook was prepared. The design information and schematics in this handbook are
meant to provide the audio designer with
a collec:tiOll of useful ideas and eireuits.
There are designs ranging from the
simplest to the most elaborate; frow the
least expeush-e to the quality-at-anyprice category.. In essence, this is a collection of Tarious methods for solving
the same design problems. Naturally
there are many more methods which are
not presented, some of which are being
developed in our laboratories at this
very mOJDeDt. Information about these
is yours far the asking.l
Before pbmcing into the technieal aspecta of amplifier design it might be
hel pful to review some of the over-all
requiremeats of monophonic and stereophonic systems.
N RECEYT YE..!RS

1 Write ,-ur problem to Amperex Applieationa EDcbaeering Laboratory, 230 Du1fy
Ave., Hicbrille, N. Y.

AUDIO SYSTEMS

adapted to a variety of signal sour~.
For example, if all the signal sources
used
in a partieular system are high
·In general a monophonie system conlevel,
say about 500 mv, an additional
sista -oLL.phon.og:rapa-pickuPr L- pre-.-amp1i.8.er, a power amplifier, and one or voltage amplifier ·iSnofDeeesiarj. ·On
more loudspeakers. In addition, many the other hand if a preamplifier is nec·
systems include an AlI/FM tuner and essary, then there is considerable freea tape recorder. No matter how good dom in the choice of power amplifier.
these components are, however, they ~an Also the separate chassis construction
do no better than reproduce the signal pre\"ents harmful interaction betwel'n
supplied them from the record, tape, or the components and simplifies heat dis·
broadcast. The signal will certainly consipation. An additional advantage of
tain some distortion. In the ease of
records and tapes a part of the distor- this type of system is the possibility of
tion is deliberate. I As far as the deliber- retaining some of the components when
ate distortion (recording charaderistics) converting to a stereophonic system.
On the other hand, a combination
is concemed, compensation is easily effected by means of an equalization net- system undoubtedly makes more emcient
work. There is no cure, however, for any use of parts and thus effects cost reducother type of distortion in. the signal. tion. The efficiency of this type of unit
Fortunately, the recording and broad- is the natural result of specific knowl·
cast engineers have done an excellent edge about the pickup or tuner charac·
job in producing signal 8Ouree8 with teristics which permit design of the opminimum undesired distortion..
timum circuit for these known quanti·
Obviously, one of th& ~riteria-fur seties.. Clearly then, either method may be
lecting components mnst be the amount
"the best". depending upon the speci.6e
of distortion they will add to the signaL
It would be incongruous to couple a 10W'- circumstances.
distortion amplifier with a high-distorStereophonic
tion speaker since tile system would
Perhaps the easiest way to describe
sound the same if a lower quality amplifier were used. Therefore, when eom- stereophonic reproducing systems is that
ponents are selected their effect upon they have mor, tha,. doub~ the probleII15
the over-all distortion of the entire am- inherent in the monophonic systems. Not
plifying system should be kept in mind. cnIy are there two channels, but there
Monophonic systems may be con- must of necessity be some method. for
structed with the preamplifier, power relating these channels to each other to
amplifier, and/or tuner all on the same preserve the original balance. In addi·
chassis or each on a separate ehassis. tion, the stereophonic signal in many
Usually the separate chassis systems are cases is lower in level than the monosomewhat more lIexible and can be easily phonic signal. This calls for extra gain
and less distortion in the system.
The comments in the monophonic sec• Any departure from tat frequency response i. a "distortion ;" it i8 properly tion concerning the advantages and dis·
ealled "amplitude distortion" and when in- advantages of single- and separate-chastentionally introduced ill one part of a IY8- sis systems apply equally to stereotem aU the way from. studio microphone
to your loudspeakerJ it ia usually eompen- phonic equipment. Each system baa its
lilted by introducing a eomplemeDtary am- strong points which are'directly related
plitude distortion in another part of the to the needs of the particular group of
system. D.
consumers concerned.
Monophonic

AMPLIFIER DESIGN
The Ideal Amplifier

The principal features of the ideal
&nlpli.fier are:
1. The distortion produced by the amplifier should be negligible up to maxi-

mum output. By distortion we mean the
presence in the output of frequency
components and phase relationships
1I"hich were not present in the input. The
frequency components consist of barmonics of the signal frequencies and of

less than the impedance of the loudspeaker voice coil, the ratio of the two
being termed the "damping factor." In
practice, a damping factor above 10 is
desirable.
6. Hum and noise in the ampli1ler
should be below an audible level.
Amplifier Performance Criteria

The performance of an amplifier is
normally specified lrith reference to
all
some or
of the points listed in the
previous section. However, these points
define the ideal amp1i1ier eharacteristics.
The following definitions provide background for the amplifier performance
measurements given in mbsequent seations.

lum and difference frequencies resulting
from intermodulation between di1ferent
frequencies in the signal. In addition,
pnrasitie oscillations give rise to undetllreU frequencies commonly called
"ringing." The phase distortion is
caused by phase shift of dilIerent fre1. Powe,. The audio power available
at the output of an ampli1ler is defined
quencies.
2. The response of the amplifier as V 1044· /B ItIM, where V .... is the voltshould be UDiform throughout the audi- age developed across a load resistance
ble frequency range. The average ear Bloed connected to the output terminals
will respond to frequencies in the range of the amplifler when driven with sinuof 30 to 15,000 cps. The upper limit of soidal input. The rated output power of
this range may extend to 20,000 cps. the ampliller is aae maximum audio
To make realistic reproduction possible, power which C8Jl be obtained without
therefore, the amplifier should handle exceeding either the maximum ratings
frequencies bet'W"een at least one octave of the tubes or the distortion level perabove and one octa,"e below the audible mitted for the system.
range.
~. Duto,tiofl. The principal form of
3. The amplifier must have excellent distortion which occurs in amplifiers is
transient response. Many sounds, par- non-linear distortion ",hich is normally
tieularly those from musical instru- divided into harmonic and intermodulaments, rise very rapidly, to a high in- tion distortion. Each of these contributes
i.<'nsity and dec~y relath'ely slowly. Such some voltage to the output at frequencies
tiounds are spoken of as "transients."
which difter from those oceurring in the
TIl(' steeply rising wave fronts of traninput signal.
~ifT.t~ can be sbo'W"n to consist of a wide
(0) Hormoftic Diltortitm. Voltage which
r:t!lge of component frequencies. The oecurs in the output at second, third,
nLility of an amplifier to reproduce fourth, and so on, harmonics of the funtLem faithfully will therefore depend damental signal frequency comprises
on a wide frequeney response and little harIDonicdistortion. It is expressed as
phase shift over the ",bole frequency a percentage ratio of the voltage 85S0range. Variations in the relative phas- ciated with the particular harmonic to
ing of the component frequencies of a the total output voltage of the amplifier.
transient would result in a change in its Total harmonie distortion is the ratio of
aural character.
the voltage associated with all the har4. An adequate reserve of power monics to the total output voltage. The
shruld be available. For faithful repro- total harmonic distortion D'D' is the rms
duetivn, the eeund level sh<MIli be .oom- value of the individual distortion D.,
parable with that of "live" conditions. Dn D" and so on-that is:
The amplifier should thus be aapable of
handling peak powen -«msiden.bly--- ___ J'!'D!_=-_,!_(1!/ _:,!6~
~ ~
above the average level to allow peak
(b) Irate,mod,dlltioft Distortion. If an
sounds to be reproduced lrithout over- input signal contains several ditferent
loading ~ audible 4ist0rti.0n.
.frequencies, any nonlinearit)o in tae am5. The output impedance of the am- plifier riI give rise to modulated waveplifier should be low. This will improve forms having frequencies which are the
the performance of the loudspeaker and sums and difierenees of the interacting
fDSUre elean reproduction, particularly ",aveforms. The extent of this distortion
of transients. Air loading of the loud- is measured by the degree of interaction
speaker tends to limit the low-frequency between two pairs of test signals. The
resonance of the cone and supen.sion. iDteraction between signals of very difThe electromagnetic damping of a low ferent frequencies is called intermodulaoutput impedance in the amplifier is, tion distortion.
however, effective in maintaining adeIntermodulation distortion in ampliquate control of the cone movement over fiers is measured with • test signal con~he entire frequency range. The output sisting of a low frequency-usually 60
llDpedance should preferably be much cps, but can be anywhere from 40 to

_ :!!t:.
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100 cpe--mized with (but Dot modulating) a high frequency which is uually
7000 cps, though lOme methoda use 3000
epl.· The ratio of the peak-to-peak amplitudes of the low- and high-frequency
test signals is 4:L The output obtained
with the two signals is assumed to be
equivalent to the output obtained with
a single sine-wave signal with a peak-topeak amplitude of -the combined waveform. The distortion is quoted as the
rIDS value of the amplitudes of the sum
and di1ference waveforms expressed as
a percentage of the amplitude of the
high-frequency signal.
(c) Hum OM Noue. Contributions to
the output from various stray signals
picked up at points in the amplifier are
normally lumped together and measured
at the output with a load aerosa the input to stimulate the pickup impedance.
The fraction of the rated output voltage
measured aorOSl the load resistance is
then expressed in decibels below rated
output, 10 that:

Hum and Nou. (in db)
10 10
,

=

tri'"

"oUGg.
ifJl*' IoGded
JO
nil" oldl*'

"oU,.,.

A level of hum and noise of - 60 db
means that the rated output voltage is
1000 times the voltage developed when
the in put is loaded as deseribed.
(d) ].'regati'Ve Feedbock. Negative feedback is used to improve amplifier performance. Part of the output is re-injected in an earlier stage 180 deg. out
of phase with the input signal, thus reducing sensitivity and distortion. It is
usual to refer to the amount of feedback in decibels, determined from the
ratio of voltage gain of the amplifier
without feedback to the voltage gain
with feedback. Thus, a feedback of 26
db woUld mean that the gain without
feedback is 20 times the gain with feedback.
The gain of an amplifier without feedback must therefore be higb enough to
allow for the loss in gain 'nsulting from
feedback. This' disadvantage of using
feedback is far outweighed by the advantages which are:
(1)
-(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

reduced distortion
.improved frequency response
lower output impedance
less pbase shift
less dependmee of gain upon
changes in supply voltage

Circuit Design

Although the power-handling capacity
of an audio amp1i1ler is not the property
which is most important to the listener
• Other frequenq eombiDatioDi are ueed

for ~me typea of meuuremenu. The
CCIF I,.atem, for aample, uaea a pair of
frequeneiee di1feriDg by a lpeci1ie amount
(usually .a0 epl), with both being varied
simultaDeously througbout the audio apeetrum.
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<.a low level of distortion is usually eon- reduce harmonic distortion has made it
sld.ered to be so); it is nevertheless the the standard for high-quality amplifiers.
prlDle concel'll of the circuit designer. However, because of the higher distorThe peak power required for realistic tion tolerated in low cost am plifiers the
n-productio~ of music depends mainly
single-ended pentode output s~ is
upon the SLZe and acoustical nature of - Inore economical than the push-pull out~e room and upon the taste of the
put stage.
b.stener. In the home it is generally conLet us now examine .more closely the
Sidered that an output power of 12 to three types of output stages previously
17 watts will be adequate with efficient mentioned-pentode, triOde connected
lcudspeake!". If simplicity and economy pentode, and distributed "load.
are the Pnm&1"1 considerations, an out1. Pe,,'ode Oadp'" Stage. The penput of 8 watts ean give a generally ac- tode output stage is usually in push-pull
ceptable standard of performance. In Class AB. The onr-aU efficiency of
l~rge.. roo.ma,._ .h~~ev~,- a .maximum outthese.. stages.. is fairly high hein~ of the.
put power of at least 50 -wattS- will be
order of 40 to 50 per cent and the harnee~. The type of output stage
monic distortion varies up to 4 per cent
used will depend upon the maximwu at full output. Consequently, negathoe
power required of the amplifier. Con- feedback is necessary to reduce distorsequently, the design of the amplifier tion.
usually .Rroceeds from output to input
. The recommended operating condistages, the requirements of the output tions for Class AB are usually based
sta~ dictating to a large extent the
on measurements with continuous sinudeslgll of preceding stages.
soidal dri\'"e. The cathode resistor is
Output Stege
chosen so that with zero-signal input,
. --. Not many years- agcr triodes were corr- the tubes are operated. near Class A and
sldered to be the only useful output at full drive near Class B. The plate-to~late load resistance is chosen for optu~ There was good reason tor this
timum
performanee at full drive. Shiftattt~de. The pentode and beam tetrodes
ing of the operating point is due to the
ayaila~le at that time had extremelv high
distortion. In recent years, howeve; with effect of the increased plate and screen
the development of low-distortion ~ower currents on the cathode bias resistor.
With a typical output stage using two
pentodea such as the 6CA11EL34
6CW5/EL86, and the 6BQ5/ELS4, th~ 6BQ5/ELS-l pentodes with a plate supply of 310 volts, the increase in cathode
trend has been more than reversed.
For example, when the low-distortion current and consequently in grid bias is
c~arac~e of triode operation is de- r.bout 40 ~r cent with sinusoidal input
sired, It IS Dot at all uncommon to use ,""oltage.
Howe,·er, when speech and music are
a . pen~e in triode connection; or for a
used to drive the stage instead of sinudl~tOrtiOD level somewhere between the
t~ode ~nd the. pentode a type of dis- s~idRI input, the situation is entirely
tr!buted loading popularly called "Ultra- d.lfferent. The averl1eC7'8 amplitude of the
SIgnal compared with the occasional
Linear" operation is used.
Reeent17 there has been increased in- peaks is now very small and conseterest -in the use of power pentodes such quently the average variation in cathode
as the 6CW5/EL86 which can operate current is also very smalJ. Because of
at. low voltage and high current. With the relath-ely long time constant of the
t~lS type of tube the low voltage and bias network, the operating point even
~Igh ~t swing (low plate-to-plate under peak signal conditions shifts so
o~d lID~nce) reduces the stringent little that the stage can be considered
pnmary inductance requirements of the as operating with mtualJy fixed bias.
Therefore, to appro~imate speech and
output tnDsformer. Thus fewer turns
are n~ and both the leakage in- lJIusic conditions, full sinusoidal drive
ductance aDd stray capacitance are also and fixed bias should be used for measreduced. TIlle result is improved transient urements.
.'Vhen a Class AD stage is designed
response aad increased stability.
usmg
measurements based upon sinuThe abitity of the push-pull stage to
soidal dri\"e and cathode instead of fixed
bias, increased distortion during peak
passages of speech and music will result.
(See Fig. 1). To cOmpensate for
~ to
this, the quiescent operating point can
B
be adjusted from CIass-AB 1 operation to
7
~ 6
a point nearer to Class-B operatiou by
~
~
~ 4
increasing the cathode bias resistor. Thi,
.. c
... ~.,." ".
~ z
involves a smaller zero-signal cathode
o
current and plate-to-plate load resist0 2 4 &. 10214 • • 20
anee. As a result there are larger variaPOWER OUTPUT (WATTS)
tions in the instantaneous plate and
Fig. 1. CUI'¥e of distortion vs. power out- screen currents when the stage is driven.
However, this etfeet is compensated for
put under various bias conditions.

•

~
~

_
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by the increased time constant in th~
cathode circuit which keeps shifting of
the operating point to a minimum.
It should be noted that this low loading form of operation i$ suitable only
for use in speech or music reproduction
and produces ex~ive distortion when
driven by a sine-wave signal. For this
reason it is difficult to measure direeth·
the distortion levels which occur unde·r
practical conditions unless tlxed bias is
substituted for the cathode bias durin.,·
test conditions.
0
Another method for improving per·
!or~~_ce is_~o_ ~ ~tributed loading
m the output stage. Depending upon the
precise loading used, the variatiou in
plate and screen currents can be re·
duced to such a le,·el that aimost identical performance is obtained und l' l'
cathode and fixed bias. T&iS type of
operation will be described in the sec·
tion entitled Distributed Load Output
Stage.
2. Triode Output Stag~. A low level
of distortion can be obtained in a pushpull triode -stage operating . Class .A.B.
It has been found that power pentodes
such as the 6C.!.7/EL3,"" triode connected, easily deliver 12 to 15 watts :It
harmonic distortion lel"els below 1 per
cent using a supply "oltage of about
425 volts.
Maximum power output and the corresponding distortion vary somewhat
with the value of the load impedance.
This is illustrated in Fig. 2 where the
performance of the 6CA1/EL34 power
pentode is shown in triode connection.
For plate-to-plate-Ioad impedance be·
low 1000 ohms, either a common or separate cathode resistors (bypassed) can be
used; above 7000 ohms in. proved operation is obtained with an WlbypasseJ
common cathode resistor. Operating conditions approach Class A as the load impedance is raised and optimum performance for high-quality operation is
obtained with a load im pedanee of about
10,000 ohms.
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fig. 2. Performance curve. of the 6CA1/
El34 In triode connection.

TABLE I-PERFORMANCE DATA
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fig. 3 Basic conflguration of distributedloae{ ~Ultra-Linear) output stage.

This type of output stage (Williamson) has been used for a number of
years in high-quality amplifiers. Because. of the low inherent distortion, less
negative feedback is necessary to give
acceptable linearity as compared with
the amount of feedback required ~ pentode or tetrode output stages of similar
power outputs. Furthermore in three- or
four-stap amplifiers' with most of the
feedback applied over the whole amplifier (including the output transformer)
it is possible to obtain increased stability for a given distortion level.
3. Dia,"out~d-Load Outptd Stage. Although the triode push-pull output stage
has great value (if distortion is a primary COnsideration) its low efficiency
and limited power output are usually
serious disadvantages. The distributedload output stage seems to have overcome these disadvantages while retaining the lower distortion of the triode
stage. This type of operation involves
the application of negative feedback in
a non-liDear manner through the screens.
T~e screens of the output tubes are supphed through taps on the primary of
the output transformer (see Fig. 3).
Distributed-load characteristics are intermediate between pentode and triode
operation and approaches triode operation as the percentage of primary turns
to the plate and screen circuits increases.
Under optimum conditions, the distributed-load circuit delivers about 65
per cent of the power of the equivalent
pentod. stage, but with considerably
lower distortion. With the output at the
level of the equivalent triode output
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stage, the distortion is reduced to triode
From the distortion figures in Table
magnitude. At the same time the· output '1, it appears that little advantage would
impedance is reduced to a level compar- be gained by further approaching triode
able with that of the conventional push- operation. There are, however, several
pull triode stage.
advantages in operating at about 40 per
Laboratory" ~en~"_ have _~di-.:- ___c~~t of thepriUla~ turns. In the first
cated that witlt a c:ommon winding ratio place~ 8Imost
pe"rfoniWice·-li
of 0.2 (that is 20 per cent of the wind- obtained under eathode bias and fixed
ing common to plate and screen eir- bias because the closer we approach
cuits), the distortion level is comparable Class A triode operation the less variato triode connection. Also it has been tioD we get in plate and screen currents
found that at higher outputs appreci- &.41 the stage is driven. Secondly, in comable improvement is obtained if the com- mon with normal triod"e operation, power
mon winding ratio is increased further. output and distortion are less dependent
The best over-all performance has been on the value of the load impedance.
obtained with a peftentage of about 40 With the tap at about 40 per cent of the
to 45. Approximately 60 watts can be turns little change in performance is obobtained from a pair of 6CA7/EL34 served by a change in plate-to-plate load
with only about 2.5 per cent distortion imped~ee of 6000 to 9000 ohllls.
at the start of grid circuit.
Figure 4 shows the typical perform- Pha...SpliHer and/or Driyer Stage
anee of a 6CA7jEL34 when operated
with the primary windings tapped at 43
The phase splitter deli\"ers signals of
per eent of the turns. The power output opposite phase ana appropriate ampli(ContinlCtd 011 pags 72)
shown is ,into the load.
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Fig. A. Performance curve. of 6CA7/El3" in distributed-load output stage.

i

tude to the grids of the push-pull output tubes. These signals should be bal~
anced and of low distortion eontent. h
addition, if a considerabre amount ot
gain ean be obtained it may possiblj
eliminate the need for additional stages.
l\aturally, the fe'Wer the stages, the less
the phase shift rill be so that stability
can be maintained e'\"en with heary negati'\"e feedback.
Some designers prefer a high gain at
the cost of high distortion and use •
higher negative fet>dbaek factor to reduce the e:ttra distortion produeect
Othfr designers prefer n minimum of
distortion in the phase-splitter stage and
obtaiu theu' g:lin by an e:ttrn nmpli1ler
stage. A typical circuit used by designers of the first group is sho'WD in Fig. G
.,..hereas Fig. 6 shows a lOll" distortion
phase inverter. The high-mu, low-hum
twin triode 12AX7/ECC83 is used in
both circuits. Table 2 shows the operating conditions for this tube in each
cirruit.
Although the first circuit does aehieTe
higher output voltage, the seeoud
achie'\"'es much 10ll"er distortion and very
little phase shift because of the phue
splitter. Since the gain of the 12AX7/
ECC83 is still reasonable in the cathodecoupled eU'cuit, it has become very
popular with the designers of higb-quality equipment.
The dri'\"'e required for a pair of
6CA 7/EL34 tYPe pentodes for full output is about 2 x 21 volts rms while the
6BQ5/ELS4 type pentodes require 2 x 10
"olts rms. In both cases the rf'qui.rements are similar for triode, pentode, or
distributed-Iond connection. This implies that the input voltage -of the12AX7/ECCS3 with a 350-volt plate
supply should be in the order of 0.4 voltsrms to drh'e a pair of 6CA7/EL34 pentodes in pu~h-pull ; with a cathodecoupled phftse splitter roughly 0.9 volts
rms is requi~. For a pair of 6BQ5/
.ELS4 pentod~ these figures are 0.17 and
0.4 '\"oIts rms l"t'i'pt"cti'\"ely with the plate
supply at 250 TOItS.
With 26 db of feedback, the input
\'oltage requiftlUt"nt! are inereased by tfactor of 20. In this case, the normal
pbase splitter rt"quires a preamplifier
stage. One of tbe most eifectil"e preamplifier tubt"S in use today is the 6267/
EFS6, a low noise pentode. ·If this tubeis adjusted for lU3l:imum gain, which is
the general practiee. the total st'Dsitivity
of the complete amplifier is too high for
use with a high-output pickup. In the
amplifier shown in Circuit A' advantage
b taken of the excess gain by ineorporating tone-t'Ontrol eircuits. On the other
hand when a magnetic pickup is used,
the sensititity is usually in.su1Iieient. In
• See Part n.
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Fig. 5. "Paraphase" type of
phale splitter.
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tlwt case additional stages of premaplitll'!ltion will be required and this again
('3n be used for control and equalization

networks.
With the problem of sensitivity in
l1lind a nell" type of phase splitter has
heen developed in ..-hieh a combination
nf positil"e and negati'\"'e feedback leads
tIl an extremely high gain combined with
tldt>quate stability and reasonably low

.+

connected to the left cathode resistor R~
resulting in positi'\"e feedback which jnc)·eases the gain of the cireuits. The positi'\"e feedback through R, might easily
lead to instabilih" if the lower end of
R3 "'ere not eonn~ted to the cathode of
the right section. The cathode circuit acts
as a high resistan('e in series with the
plate resistor of the left section for d.c.
This results in negati'\"e feedbaek to the'

••

•. ·.1

...'

r. .

0.61110

Fig. 6. "long.
tailed pair" phase
splitter Itage.
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lli~tortion. A gain of about 800 can be
.. btained with this cireuit but the attenuntion at high frequencies is considerable.
Tlwrefore, the gain of the practical cir.nit shown in Fig. 7 has been reduced
tit about 220.
The plate of the left section of the
12AX7/ECC83 is fed through B, from
the cathode of the rigbt section. The low
end of· the right cathode resistor is

plate of the left Sf'CtiOll~ pren'nting runaway.
Tbis phase splittet and a conyentional
push-pull output stage ..-hen used with
26-30 db of ;Ilegatil"e feedback makes a
voltage-amplifier stage unnecessary. If
separate tone and equalizing controls are
used, then a voltage amplifier stage is
required. -
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fig. 7. Phase-splitfer circuit employing both positive
negative
and
feedback .
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In Two Parts-Part II
Voltage-Amplifier Stage

1. For Push-Pull Amplifiers. The input stage of a high-quality amplifier requires high gain to provide a good signal-to-noise ratio and to comptnsate for
the reduction in gain re5ulting from the
use of negative fl>edback. This high gain
makes a low hum and noise level a necessity in this stage. The recommended
tubes for input stages are the low-noise
pentode 6267/EFS6 and the twin triode
12AX7/ECC83.
A conventional 6267/EF86 voltage
amplifying stage is shown in Fig. 8. The
plate load is shown shunted by a CR
network which shifts the phase ahead
and thus increases the stability of the
amplifier at high frequencies. Negative
feedback from the secondary of the output transformer is introduced across Rs
in the cathode circuit. The feedback network C,-R, shifts the ultrasonic frequencies and thereby increases stability.
The stage is intended for direct coupling
to the input grid of a cathode-coupled
phase splitter so that the phase shift at
low frequencies is minimized and the
low-frequency stability of the amplifier
with feedback is improved.
2. For Single-Ended Amplifiers. In a
single-ended output stage, pentodes are
used because of their high power output.
The inherent distortion of single-ended
stages is high and a large amount of
negative feedback is needed to reduce
the distortion to an acceptable level.
Consequently, a very-high-gain input
stage is necessary, particularly if only
one stage of voltage amplification is
used. The gain of a voltage amplifier can
never reach the theoretical maximum
represented by the amplification factor,
JA., of the tube. The gain, in fact, is given

by the expression

~
Rp+ Tp

where ", and

R" are respectively the internal resistance of the tube and external load resistance.
Practical considerations place a limit
on the amount that the plate load can be
increased. For example, the maximum
depends on the frequency response desired. The load will normally be less
than 500,000 ohms which will give a
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stage gain of about 230 with a 0267/
EF86 operating at a supply voltage
between 250 and 350 v. In this situation
the plate and screen voltages will be
60 and 70 v. respeetively.
If a restricted frequency response is
acceptable, much higher values of plate
load may be used. These higher values
produce "starvation" operating conditions: tube currents and voltages are
much smaller than those of conventional
stages but the stage gain is much higher.

••

-.
Fig. 8. Conventional pentode voltageamplifier stage.

The frequency response is poorer under
starvation conditions, but it can be improved considerably by the use of feedback.
Because of the high value of plate
load for starvation conditions, the input
impedance of the following stage has to
be high. Preferably, it should not be less
than 10 megohms. Direct coupling to the
grid of the following stage is possible,
and the screen of the voltage amplifier
can be fed from the cathode circuit of
the following stnge. Because of the low
values of current and voltage and the
favorable effect of these on negative
grid current, starvation conditions are
useful in high-in put-impedance voltage
am plifiers.
Preamplifier Stage

Preamplification may be required with
power amplifiers to provide extra volt-

age gain when certain kinds of input
sources are used. It is usuall~' (,OllVeni(>nt to include the treble and bass controls and the volume control in the preamplifier. Also, the preamplifier can be
designed t.o compensate for the reeording
charac1eristi('s.
Preamplifiers for stereophonic equipment lllust of necessity be more complex
than Illonophonic units because they are
essentially two monophonic circuits in
one. Furthermore, coupling must exist
between corresponding controls in each
section of the stereophonic circuit so that
comparable adjustments can be made to
both channels. If both channels must be
identieal, then controls can be ganged.
However, if the channels are not identical, concentrically operated controls
which will permit individual adjustment
of the channels are needed.
Even if nominally identical channels
are used, the acoustical outputs from
the two loudspeakers will not be exactly
the same unless precautions are taken.
Differences can occur because of a slight
variation in output from each section of
the stereophonic pickup head, the unequal sensitivities of the loudspeakers,
nnd the very small difference in gain of
the two channels. If the volume control
('onsists of a dual-con~entric pl)tentiometer, individual adjustment to each
l'hannel will correct any lack of balance.
If a dual-ganged potentiometer is used,
a special balance control is required. It
should be possible to increase and decrease the gain of one channel with respect to the other, and it is desirable
that the degree of control available in
either case should be the same. This obviously calls for a symmetrical "centerzero" arrangement.
Another requirement of a stereophonic
preamplifier which is not necessary in a
monophonic circuit is a switch to transfer the input signals from one channel
to the other. Also, this switch usually
serves to combine channels so that the
set can be used with monophonic signals.
All preamplifiers, because they provide the signal to the power amplifiers,
must be designed to inject as little hum
and noise as possible into the main amplifier. This is because hulU and noise
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from the ('arly stnges k1 \'e the same
effect as signal voltages uud are not reduced by feedback in the power alllplifier. Feedback in the preamplifier stage
cannot be used as it would flatten the
frequency response in opposition to the
equalization network and tone controls.
Power Supply

The design of power supplies for both
high-quality and economical amplifiers
has become relatively standard in the
last few years. Previously it was
thought that the only way to keep the
hum level low was to use a choke input.
However, it has been demonstrated that
very-low-distortion amplifiers are possible with a capacitor input filter, the
output stage being fed from the first
cn pacitor. An examination of Circuits
A to I clearly indicates the relative
standardization of power supply design.
Special note should be taken of the
power supplies in Circuits E and F
where silicon doublers are used. Silicon
rectifiers with low PIV ratings can be
used advantageously in circuits such as
these because low-voltage, high-current
operation produces reduced peak inverse voltages. This can effect appreciable cost reduction because the power
transformer high-voltage winding requires fewer turns of wire (less than!
for the doubler) and no center tap or
5-volt winding. In addition the silicon
full-wave doubler used in these circuits

".

'"
Fig. 9. Equivalent
circuit of power
transformer and
rectifier tube.

0

}-J

-=
",

It.

(0.A210) achieves extremely good regu- in which n is the winding ratio (voltage
rll tio ) between one secondary and the
lation.
It is ad va ntageons for rectifier tubes primary. (See Fig. 9.) If the value
to be indirectly heated becaus~ this pre- found is below the minimum '\alue given \'ents the breakdown voltage rating of in the tube ratings, a re'3i;;tor with a
the input capacitor froUl being exceeded value of Hz = B t min - R t lllU5t be conwhen the set is first turned on. Also the nected in series with each rectifier plate.
heating up time of the rectifier tubes Each resistor carries half the direct curshould be somewhat longer than that of rent and half the ripple current so that
the power tubes so that the voltage rat- • its power rating should be based on a
ing of the filter capacitors need not ex- current of 1.2 times the total d.c. delivceed the operating voltage to any large ered by the rectifier. As an alternate
scheme, the two resistors may be reextent.
The transformer resistance, B t , must placed by a single one of the same value
not be less than the minimum value connected in series with the cathode of
quoted in the rectifier tube data. This the rectifier. In this case the required
transformer resistance may be deter- power rating should be 2.4 times the
mined as follows. The resistance, HI" of total d.c. The input capacitor should be
the primary and the resistance of one able to handle a ripple current which
of the secondaries, H, are measured. The i'i approximately 1.4 times the total d.c.
1£
transformer resistance is H t = H, + n 2 HI' delivered by the power supply.

TYPICAL AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS

Speci1!ca.t1ou
Output Yoltage
for 10-watt
amplifier 40 mv
for 20-watt
amplifier 250 mv
Sensith'ity
Crystal pickup
microgroove
50 mv
78 rpm
150 mv
Magnetodynamlc
pickup
microgroOV/l
3 mv
78 rpm
9 mv
Microphone 6 mv
Tape playback
3 my at 5000 cps
Tuner
input
250 mv
Auxiliary 250 mv
Harmonic Distortion
0.15 %
Hum and Noise
Le\'els
(Below 10 watts)
Microgroove
pickups
55 db
78 rpm
pickups
57 db
Microphone 44 db
Tape
53 db
Tone Control
Max. bass boost
+ 1 j db at 50 cps
Max. bass cut
- 14 db at 50 cps
Max. treble boost
+ 14 db at
10,000 cps
Max. treble cut
-15dbat
10,000 cps
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Circuit A. Schematic of two-tube monophonic preamplifier.
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Circuit B. Schematic of low-noise stereophonic preamplifier.
Output Voltage
Input Sensitiyity
Tape
Tuner
lIagnetodynamic
Pickup

600 mv
60 mv
300 mv
5 mv with full

equalization

SPECIFICA'.rIOBS
Crystal pickup
150 mv with full
"
equalization
Controls
Has loudness conVolume
trols for levels
lower than - 30
db

12U7/ECC8l

62671EF86

Treble

± 10 db at 10,000

Ba~s

± 10 db at 50 cps

Left-right adjustment

± 6 db to + 6 db

cps

.z·.
Circuit C. Schematic of 30-watt
d i stri b u ted -load
push-pull basic
amplifier.

Spec 41lc.t1ou

o O~.f
10MA

~O.I

Power Output
30 watts
Input sensitivity
250 mv
Frequency
response + 5 db,
30 to 40,000 cps
Harmonic
Distortion
1%
Hum and
no!se
- 80 db
Feedback
30 db
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Circuit D. Schematic of 15-watt
push-pull basic
amp:ifier.
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Speciflc ..'- ODJI
Powt:.r output
15 watts

" .... f

2100 ... '

Sensitivity 600 mv

Frequency response ± 1.5 db,
20 to 20,0')0 cps
Harmonic distortion
1%
Damping factor
> 15
27 db
Feedback
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Circuit E. Schematic of 20-watt
push-pull
basic
stereo amplifier.
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SpecUlc ..Uona
Power output
.20 watts
Sensitivity 50 mv
1M distortion 2%
Frequency response + 0.5 db,
20 to 30,000 cps
Hum and nois~
65 db
level
Feedback
12 db
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Circuit F. Schematic of 20-watt
push-pull basic
amplifier.
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Speci1lc&tiona

Power output
20 watts
Sensitivity
50 mv
Harmonic distortion
2%
Frequency response ± 0.5 db,
10 to 30,000 cps
Controls
Treble + 10 db at
10,000 cps
Bass
+ 11 db to
- 5 db at 20 cps
Hum and noise
level
-73 db
Feedback
20 db
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Circuit G. Schematic of 8-watt
pus hop u II amplifier with tone controls.
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Spee11Ic&tlou
Power output
8 watts
Sensitivity 250 mv
Frequency response
± 1 db,
20 to 25,000 cps
Hum and noise
level
70 db
below 8 watts
Tone control

lOll'
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Bass boost
10 db at 30 cps
Treble cut
-15 db at
15,000 cps
Feedback
10 db
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Circuit H. Schematic of complete dual 8-watt stereo amplifier.
Power output.
Harmonic Distortion
Sensitivity
Frequency response
Controls

8

SPECD'ICATIOll'S
1(1 db at 10,000
8 db at 10,000
17 db at 40
10 db at 40

Treble cut
Treble boost
Bass cut
Bass boost
Balance control

watt~

0.5%
76 mv
± 2 db, 20 to 50,000 cps

cps
cps
cps
cps
12 db (each channel)

Hum and noise level

65 db bel'J\\" 8 watts

Cro!"~t!'llk

at 1000 cps
at 10,000 cps

less than 40 db
less than 30 db
55 watts

Power consumption
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Tube T,.,..

O\,tput
Vo/I_

A.C. plat.
10 Iround
volts,mox.
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0.2
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,AU/GZJ.4

0480

'SO

5.0

1.9

ISO

6CM;tZlI

350

350

6.3

1.0

90

6V"iEZao

360

350

6.3

0.6

500

OAll0

150
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Mi"iature. 9-pin
twin triode

o..criptiOft

Int.,nolly",i.lded,
9"1'in twin lTi .....
Miniatur., '-pin
twin triode

OolCtipti_
FUIT-_.... ~igh-vac: .......
indirutly h_ed rec:tifi ..
Full-__ , high-_a...
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Full· __ , hilh-_c .......
indir.ctly heotecf rectifier

Half-wovw,lilicon
rectiFier

, Wat" inlo load
"Circuit: DL' di,tribut.d load, ... pontode
• f • Ii ••d; C· cathode
'Ampt
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